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Abstract

This paper demonstrates the applicability and limits of dependability analysis in nuclear power plants
(NPPs) based on the reactor protection refurbishment project (RRP) in NPP Paks. This paper
illustrates case studies from the reliability analysis for NPP Paks. It also investigates the solutions for
the connection between the data acquisition and subsystem control units (TSs) and the voter units
(VTs), it analyzes the influence of the voting in the VT computer level, it studies the effects of the
testing procedures to the dependability parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

The NPP Paks consists of four operating VVER-440 type reactor units. These
pressurized water reactors (PWR) operate with thermal neutrons, both the heat carrying and
the moderating agents are pressurized water. The first unit of the NPP Paks was started at the
end of 1982. After two years in average level operation the Unit-1 run with a load factor
which was remarkable even by international standards. The Unit-2 was connected to the
electric network in 1984 and it reached 100% of its nominal output within 55 days. The Unit-
3 was started in 1986 and Unit-4 in 1987. All four units of the NPP Paks have shown
excellent operational results.

The protection system of the reactor units is based on relay structure in conformity with
the technical level of the eighties. Although the protection system operates reliable, because
of the age of the protection system, of the difficulties of obtaining spare parts, and of the
development of the technology it is necessary to modernize for integrated computer based
protection system. One of the advantages of the new protection system is that it integrates the
realized protection logic, which operates in separate subsystems up till now. In this way it is
possible to reduce the redundancy, e.g. to decrease the number of the sensors and to avoid the
problems of the redundant information sources.
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The reactor protection refurbishment project (RRP) started in 1995. Different types of
requirements were set up against the protection system. Such a requirement was that the new
system should operate with larger level dependability than the previous version. Moreover,
probability requirements of certain events were also set up. Because of the above requirements
and of the requirement of supporting continuous development comparing different
development alternatives it is necessary to analyze the plans of the protection system on
probability basis. Besides of them the system under planning is subject of deterministic
examinations, which can be supported with probability based examinations.

The structure of the protective system of NPP Paks is based on PLC with triple
redundancy. The connection among redundant subsystems (trains) is solved by different
methods. On the one hand trains share the measured and preprocessed signals among each
other for the sake of the validation. On the other hand the comparison and voting of the
processed protection signals are performed. The two main tasks of the protection system,
namely the emergency protection (EP) and the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) are
operated different ways. The actuator signals for the EP function is produced by relay voting,
while the actuator signals for the ECCS function is created by PLC based voting. In the latter
case the protection signals are also shared in the voting level.

The applied method for analysis of the RPS is the well-known fault tree analysis (FTA)
method because of its efficiency and because it is widely used in nuclear industries. As a result
of this analysis, a so-called fault tree is constructed, an algorithm can easily be derived to
calculate the probability of system failure. One of the advantages of the analysis is that the
structure of the fault tree can be a very useful support for the objective justification of the
system. Moreover, it forces the analyzer to take all the events leading to the top event into
consideration.

The aim of this paper is the investigation of the applicability of the dependability
methods in RPS. The structure of the paper is as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the
probability requirements for the RPS. Chapter 3 illustrates the theoretical background of the
FTA. Chapter 4 demonstrates some case studies from the RRP.

2. THE PROBABILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RPS

The safety requirements against the RPS can be divided into two groups, some of the
requirements can be investigated with deterministic analysis, e.g. the single failure criterion, or
the common cause failure, and some of them can be investigated on probabilistic basis. During
the probabilistic system analysis the input data are the failure rates of the components, and the
probability value or the frequency of an event concerning on one function of the system is
examined. In this sense the examined events are fault events actually, which are described by
the probability of failure states. The frequency of an event under a defined time interval gives
the number of the failures. Both the frequency and the probability are time dependent, which
means that the values of them can be described by functions of time.

The advantage of the probability based investigations is that the system can be
characterized by objective parameters, namely probabilistic values in contradiction to those
examinations where the qualities are subjective, so the qualification is difficult, e.g. multi level
scale. This objectivity is important from the point of view of comparison of the alternatives
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and of the analysis of the requirements. On the other hand the problem is that the failure rates
of the different components are experimental values. The determination of these values is
based on the investigation of similar parts. So the values of the concrete components built into
the system can more or less differ from these experimental values. One of the solutions for the
above problem is if the uncertainty of the probability of the failure rate is taken into account,
e.g. the variance of the failure rate.

In the RRP the investigated probability requirements are regarded in two main functions,
namely in the EP function and in the ECCS function. The requirements are as follows:

- the probability of masking the EP function on the fulfillment of any initiation criterion,
- the probability of masking the EP function on the fulfillment of any postulated initiating

event (PIE),
- the frequency of spurious reactor shutdown,
- the probability of masking the ECCS function,
- the frequency of spurious ECCS actuation.

3. THE THEORETICALLY BACKGROUND OF THE FTA

The probability analysis of systems can apply different methods, e.g. the FTA, the event
tree analysis (ETA), the failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA), the cause-consequence
analysis (CCA), or the fault Hazard analysis (FHA). In the RRP the applied method is the FTA
method because of its efficiency and it is widely used in nuclear industries. This technique is
evolved in the aerospace industry during the 1960s. The FTA is basically a systematic analysis
of the system failure events and of the subsystem and component events that can cause failure.
As a result of this analysis, a so-called fault tree is constructed, and algorithms can easily be
derived from the structure of the fault tree to calculate the probability of system failure.

The aim of the FTA method is to determine the probability and/or the frequency of a
specified status of the system. Since the predefined state is usually a fault state, so the name of
the method as fault analysis is proved. The word tree in the name of the method illustrates that
the occurrence of the defined event has to be described as a multi level connection of events,
which events can be further decomposed, so the system can be represented as a tree of events.

In the FTA method the defined event is any kind of fault operation in coincidence with
the prescribed RRP. This defined event is called as top event. During the analysis the so-called
basic events are searched, which together occur when the top event happens. It is important to
have any kind of information about the probability of occurring basic events, e.g. failure rate.
It is also important to precisely determine the connections of basic events because they
basically influence the result of the computations.

During building up a fault tree the causes of the events can be determined by deductive
analysis which means that the deduction goes from the event to the cause. In each step a cause
is selected and one or more events is searched for as a basic cause. Even in this case the
advantage of the analysis is that the structure of the fault tree can be a very useful support for
the objective justification of the system. Moreover, it forces the analyzer to evaluate all the
events leading to the top event.
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The most important fault tree gates, which are Boolean logic operators of the basic events, are
as follows:

AND: This gate is true if all input events are true, that it represents combinations of basic
events.

OR: This gate is true if at least one input event is true, that it can show single input events
that can cause the output event.

NOT: This gate is true if the input event is false, so this can be thought as a logic inverter.
K/N (K-out-of-N): This gate is true if at least K of the N input events are true, namely the

next level (maybe the top level) occurs if at least K input events occur from the possible N
basic events. Certainly, this gate can also be constructed by AND and OR gates.

Surely, more logic gates can be defined applying the previous gates, e.g. NAND gate. A
special gate type is the TRANSFER gate, which perform the division of the fault tree, so it
supports the survey of the fault tree.

The time dependent property of a basic event is usually critical. The more precise
description of the events requires taking the time dependency of the probabilities into account.
The task of the basic event reliability models is to define the probability values of a component
in time function. In simple cases mean unavailability (long-term unavailability) values are used
instead of time dependent model. Below, some reliability models are summarized.

1. Constant unavailability component.
This component can break down at the moment of switch on, e.g. valves with two states.
This has a simple model, which uses a constant unavailability q as its only parameter.

Q(0=q,
where q is the probability.

2. Non repairable component.
The lifetime of non-repairable components lasts until a fatal failure occurs. This has an

exponential failure model with the constant failure rate. The unavailability of this component is
modeled by the following form:

where X is the failure rate.

3. Continuously monitored, repairable component.
The failure of a continuously monitored component is detected promptly and the repairing is

started. This repairing usually means the substitution of the faulty component with a faultless
component. After the defined repair time this component operates without fault until the next
failure. The unavailability of this component is as follows:

where [i is the repair rate.

4. Periodically tested component.
The failure of a periodically tested component is detected by a test, which is started in

predefined time interval. After detecting the failure the repair is started. The unavailability of
this component is as follows:

Q(t) = 1 - e-l(l-J> \ Tj = 0, TI,2TI,....

where Tj is the test interval.
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The FTA gives valuable information and different type of results about the system for
the constructors or for the inspectors. Some results are necessary for the constructors, e.g. the
weak points of the system, the importance of a component, the sensitivity of a parameter, etc.
Other results are useful for the inspectors, e.g. the unavailability of the top event, the
frequency of it.

1. The probability and/or frequency of the top event.
One of the most important analysis is the unavailability of the top event. The calculation is

based on the failure rates of the basic events and the connection among these events. The
calculated probability value qualify the system as accepted or not in the sense of the predefined
requirement. In the case of non-acceptable result the weak points of the system has to be
investigated with further tools.

2. Minimal cut set analysis.
The goal of the minimal cut set analysis is to generate the so-called minimal cut sets of the

fault tree, and to perform a point-estimate quantification of the top event. A minimal cut set is
a combination of basic events, which causes the top event to occur, and if any of those events
is removed from the set, the top event does not occur. The minimal cut sets can be sorted into
decrease order using the failure rate of its basic events. In this way the weak points of the
system can be determined, since it can be established which events are responsible for the
unavailability of the top event. Moreover, it can be investigated how many basic events
necessary to the unavailability of the top event. This is useful in the case of single failure
criterion, since in this case it can be proved that at least two failures necessary to failure
system operation.

3. Uncertainty analysis.
The uncertainty analysis calculates probability distribution for the top event result, which is

usually based on Monte Carlo simulation.

4. Sensitivity analysis.
The sensitivity and importance analysis functions can calculate parameters in further sense,

e.g. importance of a basic event, importance of the group of basic events, importance of a
parameter, sensitivity of a parameter. These examinations show how the top event sensitive to
modification of the parameters. In this context parameter means data of a probabilistic model,
e.g. X, u., repair time, test interval, etc. The constructors have to know this results in order to
determine which parameters influence significantly the probability of the top event. In this way
they can select parameters, which have to be modified in order to improve the probability
value. Moreover, the effect of the different time intervals can also be determined. By
decreasing test interval to discover failure speedy or decreasing repair time can reach the
improvement of the probabilistic value.

4. CASE STUDIES IN NPP PAKS

Example 1

In the case study 1 the application of the FTA method for different developing
alternatives is demonstrated. In the ECCS function the VT computers get the actuation signals
from the TS computers through point-to-point connections. The scheme with three trains and
point-to-point connections can be seen in Fig. 1. One possible solution for the connection
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between these levels is the local area network without point-to-point connections. This
construction can be seen in Fig. 2.

Y train X train
Sensor side..

W train

Actuator side

Fig. 1: Scheme for the ECCS function with three trains of the basic system.

Y train X train
Sensor s ide .

W train

AND
Actuator side

Fig. 2: Scheme for the ECCS function applying local area network.

The advantages of the local are network are the simplicity, and the easier maintenance.
At the same time this system could be more sensitive, because some failure can block off a
local network. The question is how this modification presents in the probabilistic values.

The created fault tree for masking the ECCS function can be seen in Fig. 3. The fault-
tree for masking the ECCS function in a train can be derived by basic events, e.g. by failure of
the actuator control, by failure of the actuator, and by transfer gates, e.g. by failure of the
voting logic. This structure of the point-to-point case is the same as of the local area case. The
difference between them come from the transfer gate named Failure of the connection. The
fault-tree of this gate in the case of point-to-point can be seen in Fig. 4 and the case of local
area can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3: Fault-tree for masking the ECCS function in the train 1.
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The first twenty minimal cutset events in the case of masking the ECCS function can be
seen in Table 1 and Table 2. It can be noted that the realization of the connection between the
TS and the VT does not influence the probabilistic values. The reason of it is that the sensors
and the input modules are responsible for masking the ECCS function, which can be also seen
from the minimal cut sets. At the same time in the sense of the frequency value of spurious
ECCS actuation VT computers play important role. However, the value does not decrease,
because failure caused by spurious operation is not assumed. Therefore, this modification can
be executed without decreasing frequency value.

Table 1 Minimal cutset events of masking the ECCS in the case of point-to-point connection.
No

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Minimal cutsets
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEM2A FAILS UNDET
BEMIA PARS UNDET
BEMU PALLS UNDET
BEMU PAHS UNDET
BEMIA FAILS UNDBT
BEM2A FAILS UNDET
BEMU PAILS UNDET
BEMU PAHS UNDET
SZENZOR LA UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU PAHS UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEM LA FAILS UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU PAILS UNDET

SZENZOR LA UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET

BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDBT
BEMU PALLS UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR LA UNDST
SZENZOR UUNDBT
SZENZOR UUNDBT
SZENZOR2AUNDBT
SZENZOR tAUNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZORU UNDST

TSYASVEIFUD
TSWASVEIPUD
TSWASVEIPUD
TSXASVE1PUD
TSXASVE1FUD
TSYASVEIFUD

TSYASVB1PUD
TSWASVBIFUD

Unavailability
1.J3E-O7
1.53E-07
1.53E-07
1.07E-07
1.07E-07
107E-07
1.07E-07
107E-07
I.07E-07
7.52E-08
7.52E-08
7.52E-08
7.34E-08
7.34E-08
7.34E-08
734E-08
734E-08
7.34E-08
5.14E-08
5.14E-08

Interpretation

Two input modules fail undetected in

different trains

An input module fails undetected & a sensor

fails undetected in different trains

Two sensors fail undetected in different trains

An input module fails undetected & a TS

computer fails undetected in different trains

A sensor fails undetected & a TS computer

fails undetected in different trains

No
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Table 2 Minimal cutset events of maskin
Minimal cutsets

BEMU PAILS UNDET
BEMU PALLS UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMIA PAHS UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU PALLS UNDET
BEMU PAILS UNDET

SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR LA UNDET
SZENZORU UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU PALLS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET

SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET

BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
BEMU FALLS UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDBT
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZORU UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET

SZENZORU UNDET
SZENZORU UNDET
SZENZORU UNDET

TSYASVEIPUD
TSWASVEIFUD
TSWASVEIPUD
TSXASVB1PUD
TSXASVEIFUD
TSYASVE1PUD

TSYASVEIPUD
TSWASVEIPUD

g the ECCS in
Unavailability

I.53E-07
I.53E-07
I.53E-07
I.07E-07
1.07E-07
1.07E-07
I.07E-07
1.07E-07
I.07E-07

7.52E-08
7.52E-O8
7.52E-08
7.34E-08
7.34E-08
7.34E-08
7J4E-08
7J4E-08
7.34E-08
5I4E-08
5.I4E-08

the case of local area network.
Interpretation

Two input modules fail undetected in

different trains

An input module fails undetected & a sensor

fails undetected in different trains

Two sensors fail undetected in different trains

An input module fails undetected & a TS

computer fails undetected in different trains

A sensor fails undetected & a TS computer

fails undetected in different trains

Example 2

This example shows the effect of omitting the voting on the VT computer level on the
probability of failure operations. The block scheme of this structure can be seen in Fig. 6, and
the related fault-tree is on Fig. 7. Based on the result of the previous examination it can be
expected that the change of the probability of masking the ECCS function will be small, while
the frequency of spurious actuation will be significantly worse, since this modification
influences the critical points.

The probability of masking the ECCS function is 4.69 10 in the basic system, while

3.90 10 in the case of without voting. The frequency of spurious ECCS actuation is

3.59 10 /year in the first system, while 3.46 10 /year in the second system. The frequency
of spurious ECCS actuation is worse at one order in the situation without voter. It can be
established that in the case of without voting there are single failure cases, which can cause
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failures in the system. Of course, in a decision concerning on the whole protection system
there are different viewpoints, e.g. the simplicity, the testability, the maintainability besides the
probabilistic values. The first twenty minimal cutset events of masking the ECCS function in
the cases of with voting and without voting can be seen in Table 3-4.

Y train X train W train
, Sensor side ,

[4v--jr-: -?- ? , - • • • • ? -?-j
1 Ts-A' !-J-SY?-!

AND
Actuator side

Fig. 6: Scheme of the realization of the VT function without voting.
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Fig. 7: Fault-tree for masking the ECCS function in the train 1 without voting.

Table 3 Minimal cutset events of spurious ECCS actuation in the case of with voting.
No

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Minimal cutsets
SZENZOR 1A UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR IA UNDET
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR IA UNDET
SZENZOR LA UNDET

TSWA SVE1 PUD
TSXASVEIFUD
TSWASVEIFUD
ECCLTEVIOUT
ECO. TEV3 OUT
ECCLTEVIOUT

SZENZOR 1A UNDET
SZENZOR 24 UNDET
SZENZOR SA UNDET
SZENZOR 1A UNDET
SZENZOR IA UNDET

SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
SZENZOR 14 UNDET

TSWA SVS1 PUD
TSWA SVEt PUD
TSXASVEIFUD
TS7ASVE1FUD
TSXASVEIFUD
TSTASVEIPUD
TSXASVEIFUD
TSTASVEIFUD
TSTASVEIFUD

ECCLTEVIOUT-2
ECCLTEV3OUT-2
ECCLTEV2OUT-2

TSWASVEIFD
TSWA SVEIFD
TSXASVEIFD
TSYASVEIFD
TSXASVEIFD

Unavailability
7.32E-O8
7.52E-O8
7.52E-O8
5.UE-08
5.I4E-08
S.I4E-O8
3.I4E-08
3.I4E-08
5I4E-08

3.51 E-46
3 5IE-O8
3 5IE-08
2.89E-08
2.89E-08
2.89E-08
2.89E-O8
2.89E-O8
2ME-W
2.89E-08
2.89E-08

Interpretation

Two sensors generate input signals failure in

undetected way in different trains

A sensor generates an input signal failure in

undetected way & a TS computer fails

undetected in different trains

Two TS computers generate spurious signals
in different trains

Two output cards generate spurious signals

in the same train

A sensor generates an input signal failure in

undetected way & a TS computer fails

detected in different trains

It can be concluded, that the critical part of a given function in the system can be
determined with FTA in the sense of faulty operation or spurious operation. If any change is
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occurred on the critical parts, the probability values will significantly change, while in the case
of non-critical parts the changes hardly effect the parameters. So if the system had to be
improved from dependability point of view, then the critical parts should be changed.
Moreover, simplicity can be performed on the non-critical parts, e.g. in order to decrease the
cost. In this case it has to be controlled if judgement of this part changed because of the
simplification. It has to be noted that spurious operation and masking the operation change
contradictorily, i.e. improving the value of spurious operation spoils the value of the masking
the operation, and vice versa. So in order to increase the dependability values a part of the
system has to be searched which is critical in this sense. At the same time, the changes on the
non-critical part do not increase the dependability value.

Table 4 Minimal cutset events of spurious ECCS actuation in the case of without voting.
No

2
3
A
5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Minimal cutsets
TSWASVBIPVD
TSYASVB1PVD
TSXASVB1PUD

SZENZOR 1A UNDBT
SZENZOR 2A VNDET
SZENZOR LA VNDET

ECCLTEVIOUT
ECCLTBVSOUT
ECCL TEV3 OUT

SZENZOR IA VNDET
SZENZOR 2ADST

SZENZOR 3AUNDET
SZENZOR UDET
SZENZOR IA DET

SZENZOR IA UNDET
BEM2AS1GFA1L
BEMLASIGFAO.
BEMUS1GFAIL
BEM IAS1QFAO.
BEK4U SIG FAIL

SZENZOR 3A UNDBT
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
ECCLTEVIOUT-1
ECCLTBV3OUT-2
ECCLTEV2OUT-2

SZENZOR 2A DET
SZENZOR U UNDBT

SZENZOR UDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET

SZENZOR UDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDBT
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR I A UNDET

Unavailability
187E-04
I.87E-04
I.87E-04
7.52E-M
7.52E-0R
7.52E-O8
2.89E-O8
I.89E-W
2.89E-O8
1.07E-08
I07E-08
I.07E-O8
1.07E-08
I.07E-08
I.07E-O8

ii
ii
i

Interpretation
A TS computer sends a spurious actuation
signal to VT computers (undetected error)

Two sensors generate an input signal failure
in undetected way in different trains

Two output cards generate spurious signals
in the same train

A sensor generates an input signal failure in
undetected way & another sensor generates
an input signal failure in detected way in

another train

An input module generate a spurious signal
& a sensor generates an input signal failure in

detected way in another train

Example 3

The example 3 demonstrates how the dependability values depend on the value of the
test interval, and how the FT A can be applied to determine the proper test interval. During the
operation of the RPS detected or non-detected faults can be occurred. The faults are not
detected if they occur and they can be detected only after some time applying a detecting
algorithm or some testing tool. The ways of exposing faults can be divided into two main
groups. The self-test of equipment inform about fault occurring practically at the same time
when the fault occurs. But there are faults, which can not be effectively exposed by self-tests.
To exposing these faults special test cases have to be prescribed and to be performed
periodically. The efficiency of the fault detection significantly influence the dependability of the
system, this is why the selection of the time interval of the periodical test is important. Of
course there are practical experiments for this selection, but there are technical and economical
difficulties of the testing with too short time period. Therefore, the FT A can be a useful tool to
determine the test period. In Fig. 8 the probability of masking the operation and the frequency
of the spurious function are illustrated with different testing intervals. The result of the
examination can be a useful information to investigate the time intervals.

Example 4

In the example 4 the applicability of the FTA method is illustrated with the analysis of
different testing cases. In this example the test of the VT computers is analyzed. The scheme
for testing one VT computer can be seen in Fig. 9. The periodical test is performed on the
different system parts with shifting in the time. So only one subsystem does not work. During
the test phase the prescribed conditions has to be fulfill. So this special case can be also
examined on probability basis.
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Probability of masking the ECCS function
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Fig. 8: Connection between the dependability values and the testing period.

The examinations of the system to be tested have to be performed so that the tested
component is assumed to be faulty in coincidence with the worst case principle. The fault-trees
for masking the ECCS function with testing and without testing can be seen in Fig. 10. In case
of masking ECCS function one train is calculated with the tested VT computer, since this is
the worst case. In this case the technological l-of-3 connection is altered to l-of-2 connection.
The fault-trees for spurious ECCS actuation with testing and without testing can be seen in
Fig. 11. Because of the previous examples the tested VT computers are not critical in the
criteria, so the probability values are not significantly decreased even in this important

modification. The probability of masking the ECCS function is 4.69 10"6 in the basic system,

while 6.74 10 in the case of actuator testing.
Y train X train W train

Sensor side

underlies ting I

ANDAND

Actuator side

Fig. 9: Scheme for masking the ECCS function with a tested VT computer.

In case of spurious behavior different structure can be experimented. In this case it is
assumed that the VT computer operates spuriously. So the pair of the tested VT computer in
the same train will have greater importance in coincidence with the worst case situation.
Therefore, the frequency of spurious operation is improved significantly. The frequency of

A 1

spurious ECCS actuation is 3.59 10 /year in the basic system, while 1.02 10 /year in the
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case of actuator testing. The result of the minimal cutset events of spurious ECCS actuation in
the cases of with testing and without testing can be seen in Table 5-6.

(a) Making a* * •
ECCS teak*

T -

(b)

ECCataKtka
• f tonhY

H
MaduagaTfn
ECCSfaakpa

Making efta
ECCS faction
•fantnuiY

MukngoTlfe
WmiaECCS
faction. >ot A

Mn.Bg of * .
W M a ECCS
faction,«. 8

Matagoffe
XmkECCS
faction. M, A

XBaiaECCS
factioa. act B

YmtaBCCS
faction, at. A
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I

MaKBgaftl
XnaECCt
faction. Ml. A

Max kg of to
XtnalECCS
faction, act. B

1

Maatag o f * .
Y m a ECCS
function, act. A

M a t a g a r * *
YtniaECC*
faction, a*. B

Fig. 10: Fault-tree for masking the ECCS function without testing (a) and with testing (b).
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Fig. 11: Fault-tree for spurious ECCS actuation without testing (a) and with testing (b).

Table 5 Minimal cutset events of masking the ECCS function with testing.
No

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
g
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Minimal cutsets
ECCSBE-AKB2S4FUD
ECCSBE-AKB2S4FUD
ECCSBE-AKB3S4FUD
BCCSBE-AKT2S4FUD
BEMIA FAILS UNDET
BEM2A FAILS UNDET
BEMIA FAILS UNDET
ECCSBB-JKB2S4FUD
ECCSBETAKB2S4FUD

ECCSBETAKB3S4FVD

ECCSBE-AKB3S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKT3S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKT3S4FUD
ECCSBE-AKT2S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKT2-S4FUD
ECCSBB-AKB2S4FD
ECCSBE-AKB2S4FD

ECCSBB-AKB2S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKB2S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKB3S4FUD

ECCSBE-AKB3S4FVD
BCCSBETAKT3S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKT2S4FUD
ECCSBE-AKT3S4FVD
BEMU FAILS UNDET
BEM3A FAILS VNDET
BEMiA FAILS VNDET

VT-YM1FVD
VT-YCIFUD
VT-XUi FUD
VT-XCIFVD
VTrXUIFUD
VT-XC1FUD
VT-XMl FUD
VT-YCIFUD

ECCSBB-AKB3S4FUD
ECCSBE-AKT3S4FVD
ECCSBE-AKB3S4FD
ECCSBE-AKT3S4FD
ECCSBE-AKT2-S4FD

Unavailability
4.04E-07
4.04E-07
4.04E-07
4.04E-07
I.53E-07
I.53E-07
I.53E-07

19E-07
19E-07

.I9E-07
19E-07

.19E-07
19E-07
19E-07
19E-07

1.08E-07
1.08E-07
I.08E-07
I.08E-07
I08E-07

Interpretation

Two output modules fail to operate in

different trains, but not in a tested train

Two input modules fail undetected in

different trains

An output module fails to operate & a master

or a checker processing unit fail in the other,

but not in the tested train

Two output modules fail to operate in

different trains, but not in a tested train; one

failure is detected

Table 6 Minimal cutset events of spurious ECCS actuation with testing.
No

l

2
3
4
5
6
7
g
9
10
II
12
13
14
IS

16
17
IS
19
20

Minimal cutsets
ECCLTEVIOUT-2

SZENZOR LA UNDET
SZENZOR2A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 1AUNDBT
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR IA UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 3A UNDET

TSWA-SVEI FUD
TSXASVBIFUD
TSWA-SVEI FUD
ECCLTEV2OUT
ECCLTEV3OUT

SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 2A UNDET
SZENZOR LA UNDET

SZENZOR U UNDET
SZENZOR 3A UNDET
SZENZOR U UNDET

TSWA-SVSI FUD
TSmt-SVEl FUD
TSYA-SVEI FUD
TSYA-SVE1FUD
TSXA-SVE1FUD
TSXA-SVEIFUD
TSYA-SVEI FUD
TSXA-SVBIFUD
TSYA-SVEI FUD

ECCLTEV2OUT-2
ECCLTEVIOUT-2

TSWASVBIFD
TSWA-SVBIFD
TSXA-SVEIFD
TSYA-SVEI FD
TSXA-SVEIFD

Unavailability
1.70E-04

7.S2E-Og
7.52E-0g
7.52E-08
3.I4E-O8
5.14E-O8
5I4E-08
5I4E-O8
5HE-O8
514E-08

3S1E-08
3.51 E-08
3.51 E-08
2.89E-08
2.89E-08

I.94E-Og
I.94E-OS
I.94E-08
1.94E-08
1.94E-O8

Interpretation

The output card belongs to the pair of the

tested VT fails

Two sensors generate input signals failure in

undetected way in different trains

A sensor generates an input signal failure in

undetected way & a TS computer fails

undetected in different trains

Two TS computers generate spurious signals

in different trains

Two output cards generate spurious signals

in same train, but not in the tested train

A sensor generates an input signal failure in

undetected way & a TS computer fails

detected in different trains
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5. CONCLUSION

The paper has demonstrated that the probability based analysis of the system applying
FTA method can be an efficient tool for the system verification, and it supplies useful
information even for the system designer to develop the system. In the illustrated examples not
only the methodology has been demonstrated, but some interesting results from the analysis of
the RRP Paks have also highlighted.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS:

ECCS: Emergency core cooling systems
EP: Emergency protection
FTA: Fault-tree analysis
TS Data acquisition and subsystem control unit
NPP: Nuclear power plant
PIE: Postulated initiating event
PSA: Probability safety analysis
PWR: Pressurized water reactor
RPS: Reactor protection system
RRP: Reactor protection refurbishment project
SL: Communication unit of the computer
SLLM: Coupling unit of the communication
VT: Voter unit
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